KINGS GARDENS, HOVE
EAST SUSSEX, BN3

Stretching out over the entire top floor, this
magnificent penthouse mansion apartment on
Hove seafront offers an immense amount of
versatile space that's set against the backdrop
of panoramic sea views with BALCONY.
Kings Gardens, Hove, East Sussex,
BN3

Asking Price £875,000
Share of Freehold
2 Bedrooms
2 Bathrooms
1 Reception
Features
2 Bedrooms, 2 Bath/Shower Rooms (one
en suite), Sitting Room, Kitchen/Dining
Room, Office, Balconies, Period Features,
Sea Views, Lift straight into apartment,
Total of approx. 1486sq ft, Service
charges £4731.04 half yearly (share of
maintance split between the 7 flats in the
building), Ground Rent £50 per yr, Lease
length: 999 yrs, Years remaining: 963 yrs,
Brighton and Hove Council, Council Tax:
Band D

Hamptons
82 Church Road
Hove, East Sussex, BN3 2EB
01273 230230
hove@hamptons.co.uk
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The Property
Stretched out over the top floor of a magnificent
mansion block on Hove seafront, this exceptional
apartment offers an immense amount of versatile space
that's set to the backdrop of panoramic sea views.
Creating an exclusive feel and a sense of the heritage
and grandeur of the building, the original lift with its
richly toned wood panels, spring-gated doorway and
charming control panel takes you straight up into the
large central hallway of this Hove home. Beneath the
elegant roof lantern of the high ceiling, the extensive
proportions of the sitting room, kitchen/dining room and
office combine to create a wonderful open plan layout.
Crisp white walls, wood floors and contemporary column
radiators feature throughout, and while a distinguished
fireplace lends a focal point to the sitting room, picture
perfect archways and cornicing add to the overall sense
of space.
Beautifully lit by tall arched windows offering direct sea
views, the large dining area has ample space to
entertain and the stylish kitchen is fully fitted with a
wealth of modern cabinets housing a first class array of
integrated appliances. Granite countertops
wrap-around to form a breakfast bar, while double

doors open to reveal a wonderfully sized eaves area that
easily accommodates a washing machine. With tall
windows and sea views of its own, the convenient office
leads onto a private balcony.
Across the hallway the impeccable presentation and
high ceilings continue in each of the two generously
proportioned double bedrooms. Whilst both benefit from
fitted storage the main bedroom opens onto a large
balcony/roof terrace and features an exemplary en suite
shower room. Arranged in a refined tile setting, the
luxurious bathroom includes a full size bath with
overhead rainfall shower, and a sleek countertop basin
and fitted cabinets.

Outside
The distinctive red brick facade of this Victorian mansion
block creates a superior first impression and an enviable
amount of kerb appeal. Two private balconies supply an
ideal amount of outdoor space, and while one has direct
sea views, the other looks out over the Avenues.

SUPERB SEAFRONT APARTMENT WITH
BEAUTIFUL SEA VIEWS & BALCONIES

For Clarification
We wish to inform prospective purchasers that we have prepared these sales
particulars as a general guide. We have not carried out a detailed survey,nor
tested the services, appliances and specific fittings. Room sizes are approximate
and rounded: they are taken between internal wall surfaces and therefore include

cupboards/shelves, etc. Accordingly, they should not be relied upon for carpets
and furnishings. Formal notice is also given that all fixtures and fittings, carpeting,
curtains/blinds and kitchen equipment, whether fitted or not, are deemed
removable by the vendor unless specifically itemised within these particulars.

